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These bulk Items are used by bakeries, or can be used by end-users for baking and cooking.
DABUT8 “aa” Bulk salted Butter 55 LB
DABUT9 “aa” Bulk unsalted Butter 55 LB

Foil Chips - Foil wrapped butter chips are gaining in popularity because of appearance and
sanitation purposes. Closed packaging allows for convenient portability. In terms of the cut, 
there are 47 units per pound.
DABUT5 “aa” Butter Chips Foil salted 17 LB
DABUT6 “aa” Butter Chips Foil unsalted 17 LB

Butterball® Farms, Inc., is proud to bring the highest quality and most respected butter in the 
industry to your tables. Butterball® Butter is made from only the finest 93-score sweet cream 
butter and inspected in a USDA approved facility.
DABUT4 “aa” Butter Cups 18 LB 

Wüthrich Clarified Butter is is formulated with  all-natural, World Champion Butter for a full, rich 
butter flavor. The innovative black tub the product is packaged in, keeps light from reaching the 
perishable butter.  The integrity and quality of our product is maintained at the highest level, 
99.9% pure butter without refrigeration, even after opening.
DABUT7 “aa” Premium round Butter Balls 6 X 3 LB

The butter makers churning the Wüthrich 83% European Style are using a century-old family 
recipe, enhanced with natural flavorings and a culture, creating a butter that is smooth and 
creamy. This product is lower in moisture, thereby allowing a higher burn point. 
The high plasticity gives greater lamination and puff for baking.
DABUT10 “AA” Wuhrich Clarified Butter 1 x 5 LB

A best selling foodservice item, Grade AA solid butter is used primarily for cooking, soups, 
baking, and for spreading on toast. With a lesser grade product the grade does not reveal the 
types of defects which can cause serious problems in the finished product. The problems can 
include functionality, off-flavors, and excessive shrinkage
DABUT1 “aa” wuthrich 83% unsalted Butter 36 X 1 LB

Used for baking or for steak houses who like the flavor of unsalted butter 
(more commonly referred to in the industry as sweet butter which is unsalted).
DABUT2 usda “aa” salted Butter 36 X 1 LB
DABUT3 usda “aa” unsalted Butter 36 X 1 LB

grassland |  Grassland Dairy Products, Inc. has been churning cream into delicious, natural butter for more than a 
century out of Greenwood, Wisconsin.  Established in 1904 by the Wuetrhrich family, Grassland is ranked as one of the 
world’s largest, family-owned creameries.  With the combination of implementing technological improvements and product 
research and development, Grassland has evolved into one of the most advanced butter producers in the world. Grassland 
butter comes in several varieties and packages ideal for cooking, baking and table service. For generations, customers have 
chosen Grassland for its farm-crafted texture, great taste and excellent value.
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